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Legal Liability for Genocide – Europe Becomes a Wreck
Yesterday the network of my supporters informed me, through my C.B. transceiver that, some
of the E.U.’s member-States’ government which supported overtly, during the past ten years,
the dictatorial Greek regime, they are probably planning to assassinate me because I,
unintentionally, made them, through my revelations about the Greek supermarkets’
mass-poisoning, legally liable for complicit to a genocide. And from March 19th, 2020 and then,
numerous “plausibly deniable” death-threats have been sent to me through the Internet’s
social-media.
None of the European Security Authorities have responded yet, with regard to the designating a
genocide in Greece, legal evidence.
According to my present knowledge, the current political circumstances in Europe are extreme.
I feel that I must be very lucky to physically survive from the consequences of the Europe’s
settler-colonization.
Today, on March 26th, 2020, I sent urgent requests for personal protection, to the Chancellor Dr
Angela Merkel and to the German Parliament’s President Mr. Wolfgang Schaeuble.
This pan-European political crisis shall probably have a not good end in case the European
citizens continue to pretend as being unrelated bystanders.
I kindly request the honest and decent citizens, to provide me with political support and to prey
for my survival, good-health and freedom.
Christos Boumpoulis
economist
Appendix
To: Mr Wolfgang Schaeuble Pr. D. B.
From: Mr Christos Boumpoulis
Date: 26/03/2020
Subject: Request for protection
Your Excellency Mr Wolfgang Schaeuble,
As being a political refugee from Greece, which according to undeniable evidence, she has
been degraded to a dictatorship, I kindly request from you to arrange, as soon as possible, for
my personal security, here in Berlin.
The United Kingdom and the rest settler-colonizers, they are overtly after large parts of
Greece’s National territory. For this reason, they assassinate the Greek natural leadership’s
members; they are mass-poisoning the Greek citizens; and they persecute politically and lethaly
the Greek political refugees, like me, who have fled from Greece.
According to my present knowledge, the Greek citizens they have no one else to struggle for
their freedom, but me.
Recently, I disclosed to the European Security Authorities legal evidence about the genocidal
role of some Greek supermarkets.
Consequently, my personal security is extremely at risk.
Concluding, I hope that you shall consider the sacredness of the human life and of the freedom
and that you shall satisfy urgently my present request.
Cordially,
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Christos Boumpoulis
viber: +41762833777
cbmechtron@protonmail.com
Berlin
To: Dr. Angela Merkel D.B.K.
From: Mr Christos Boumpoulis
Date: 26/03/2020
Subject: Request for protection
Your Excellency Dr. Angela Merkel,
By this letter, I wish to kindly ask from you to urgently arrange for my personal security, as I am
a political refugee from Greece, a country which, according to already publicized evidence, is a
dictatorship.
Currently, decades of thousands of innocent Greek citizens unjustly die due to applied
genocidal policies including mass poisoning through some of the Greek supermarkets.
Most of the members of the Greek natural leadership have been assassinated and from the few
left alive, those who stay in Greece, they have been silenced trough political repression.
According to my present knowledge, the Greek citizens they have no one else but me, for
struggling for Greece’s liberty.
Recently, I disclosed to European Security Authorities legal evidence about the ongoing
genocide in Greece. Therefore, my personal security is extremely at risk.
Concluding, I hope that by your considering the sacredness of the human life and its
dependency upon freedom, you shall kindly and immediately satisfy my current request for
protection.
Cordially,
Christos Boumpoulis
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